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ABSTRACT
Isomers with the formula C3H2O have intrigued and puzzled astronomers and astrochemists for
many years, with propynal and cyclopropenone, but not propadienone, known to be interstellar.
However, there is a severe lack of laboratory spectra of the solid phases of these compounds
with which to investigate their interstellar chemistry. Here we present the first infrared spectra
of amorphous and crystalline forms of propynal, HCC C(O)H, at multiple temperatures.
Band positions are tabulated and band strengths are derived in terms of absorption coefficients
and integrated intensities. Optical constants are calculated for amorphous propynal, refractive
indices are measured, and densities are estimated. Three laboratory astrochemistry applications
are described, including a new spectral identification in an earlier paper. It is shown that
propynal’s C C infrared absorbance is about 30 000 per cent stronger than the corresponding
feature in acetylene. This band’s intensity and spectral position make it an attractive candidate
for astronomical searches involving interstellar ices.

Key words: astrochemistry – ISM: molecules.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The three C3H2O isomers in Fig. 1 continue to interest laboratory,
observational, and theoretical astrochemists (Loomis et al. 2015).
Studies have shown that propynal and propadienone have about the
same energy with cyclopropenone much higher, but only propy-
nal and cyclopropenone have been found in the interstellar medium
(Irvine et al. 1988; Hollis et al. 2006; Loison et al. 2016). Gas-phase
spectral measurements have been made on all three compounds, and
models proposed to explain their formation (e.g. Quan & Herbst,
2007). However, it is difficult to explain the observed interstellar
abundances of these C3H2O molecules with only gas-phase reac-
tions, and so solid-phase syntheses in interstellar ices have been
proposed for the formation of these isomers (Zhou et al. 2008). See
McCarthy et al. (2017) for a good summary of these issues.

Several paths to interstellar propynal, the molecule of interest
in this paper, have been suggested. In their discovery paper for
propynal in the Taurus Molecular Cloud 1 (TMC-1), Irvine et al.
(1988) favoured a path involving gas-phase formation from the
ion–molecule reaction of CO and protonated acetylene. This reac-
tion was subsequently questioned by Petrie (1995), who suggested
a radical–neutral combination involving C2H and H2CO as an alter-
native. A photolytic path of C3 + H2O → propynal was described
by Ekern, Szczepanski & Vala (1996) for ice mantles of interstel-
lar dust grains, while Xie, Shao & Ding (2007) later argued for
a reaction of C3H on amorphous H2O-ice to make propynal, with
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the ice catalysing the reaction by lowering its activation barrier.
Zhou et al. (2008) reported results of laboratory experiments on
electron-irradiated CO + C2H2 ices, and assigned to propynal two
weak infrared (IR) peaks seen to grow into the ice’s spectrum. The
case for a combination of gas-phase and grain-surface processes in-
volving O + C3H3 → propynal was made in this journal by Loison
et al. (2016), who presented a detailed summary of proposed C3H2O
syntheses. In short, multiple lines of theory and experiment have
been used to address the formation of interstellar propynal. Aside
from the initial discovery in TMC-1, we note that this molecule also
has been reported in objects such as Sagittarius B2, star-forming re-
gions, and starless cores (e.g. Turner 1991; Loomis et al. 2015;
Loison et al. 2016).

In this paper we focus on the first of the C3H2O isomers in
Fig. 1, propynal, which we write as HCC C(O)H to emphasize the
two distinct functionalities of the molecule, the HCC (alkynyl)
and C(O)H (formyl) groups. Despite the fact that propynal was
first isolated over a century ago (Claisen 1898) and that commercial
IR spectrometers have been available since the 1940s (Wilks 1986),
we are unable to find a single conventional mid-IR transmission
spectrum of propynal in the literature. While we cannot say with
certainty that no such published spectra exist, our inability to locate
them argues for their scarcity. The earliest propynal IR paper we
have found is that of Brand & Watson (1960) who tabulated band
positions and assigned various spectral features, but did not show the
IR spectrum of HCC C(O)H. A more detailed study followed, but
again no IR spectrum was presented (Brand, Callomon & Watson
1963). A paper by King & Moule (1961) included one HCC C(O)H
spectrum, but without either a label or numbers on the intensity axis
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4010 R. L. Hudson and P. A. Gerakines

Figure 1. Three C3H2O isomers. See Costain & Morton (1959), Brown et al. (1985), Benson et al. (1973), and references therein for structural details.

(vertical axis), just what was plotted is unknown. See also the gas-
and solution-phase work of Klaboe & Kremer (1977). To date, the
only IR spectrum of solid propynal we have found is in the recent
paper of Jonusas, Guillemin & Krim (2017), but the molecule’s
three strongest IR features are off the scale of the figure presented.
Only one spectrum was shown, for a single ice thickness and only
one temperature, and it was recorded in a reflection mode, not
transmission, making intensity comparisons difficult (Pacansky &
England 1986).

This lack of IR data on propynal hinders explorations into the as-
trochemistry of this molecule and its C3H2O isomers. One example
of this problem is the work of Zhou et al. (2008), already mentioned.
Those authors examined propynal formation in a C2H2 + CO ice,
but they were forced to rely, in part, on gas-phase IR data to make
spectral assignments for their solids, a less than desirable approach,
but one that was perhaps difficult to avoid at the time. In the work
of Jonusas et al. (2017), also already mentioned, an indirect method
had to be used to estimate the ice’s abundance (i.e. column density
of propynal molecules) due to a lack of published IR band strengths
for the molecule. In our own laboratory, we have been hampered by
a lack of published information on propynal and other aldehydes
while studying the low-temperature chemistry and spectroscopy of
simple alcohols.

To address the paucity of IR data for this interstellar molecule,
here we report new results on solid HCC C(O)H at 10–150 K.
IR spectra of amorphous and crystalline propynal are presented at
multiple temperatures, along with measurements of refractive in-
dices at 670 nm and calculations of densities. Band strengths and
absorption coefficients are given for seven IR features of propynal.
IR optical constants, n and k, are calculated from which both appar-
ent and absolute band strengths can be derived. Temperatures are
given for crystallization and sublimation, and several astrochemical
applications are described.

2 EXPERIMENTA L SECTION

Propynal was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology and used
as received, other than degassing with liquid nitrogen and three
freeze–pump–thaw cycles. Undesired loss of propynal resulted from
either repeated freeze–pump–thaw cycles or sparging with helium,
so that it was difficult to remove all dissolved atmospheric gases. The
purchased sample’s brown-red colour, due to slow polymerization,
could be removed by vacuum-line distillation, but we found that
this was not necessary due to our sample preparation method (see
below) and made no difference in the results reported here.

Safety Note! Propynal is both a mutagen and a lachrymatory
agent. Warnings about its possible polymerization and explosive
nature are in the literature (e.g. Seburg et al. 2009). Caution is
urged in its use.

Ices were prepared by vapour-phase depositions onto a precooled
KBr window at a rate that gave an increase in the ice’s thickness of
1–2μm h−1, with thicknesses being determined by laser interferom-
etry (Groner, Stolkin & Günthard 1973). Mid-IR spectra (6000–400
cm−1) of the resulting samples were recorded in transmission with
a Thermo iS50 IR spectrometer interfaced to a closed-cycle ARS
cryostat (Tmin ∼ 9 K) and a vacuum system (Pmin ∼ 10−8 torr at room
temperature). Spectra recorded at multiple resolutions showed few
differences for 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 cm−1 settings, so the latter was used
in most cases. The IR beam of the spectrometer was unpolarized
and perpendicular to the KBr window. See our earlier papers for
more details (e.g. Gerakines & Hudson 2015a, 2015b).

Reference spectra of solid propyne (Sigma–Aldrich) were
recorded with the Thermo spectrometer and associated equipment
already mentioned. A few experiments were done in which amor-
phous HCC CH2OH, propargyl alcohol (Sigma–Aldrich), was ir-
radiated at 20 K with 1 MeV protons. Again, see our earlier papers
for details of the proton source, dose calculations, the in situ IR
measurements, and so forth (e.g. Hudson & Loeffler 2013; Hudson
2016).

Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations at the B3LYP/6–
31 + G∗ level, carried out with Spartan software (Wavefunction,
Inc., Irvine, California, USA), assisted in assigning 13C peaks and
visualizing propynal vibrations.

3 R ESULTS

3.1 Refractive indices and densities

Interference fringes recorded during deposition were used to deter-
mine each sample’s thickness (h) through

h = Nfrλ

2
√

n2 − sin2θ
, (1)

where Nfr was the number of fringes recorded, λ= 670 nm, n was the
ice’s refractive index at 670 nm, and θ ≈ 0◦, the angle made by the
laser’s light with respect to a line drawn perpendicular to the ice’s
surface (Heavens 2011). In turn, the refractive indices of propynal
needed in equation (1) were measured by two-laser interferome-
try (Tempelmeyer & Mills 1968; Moore et al. 2010; Luna et al.
2012). Triplicate measurements gave n670(10 K) = 1.37 ± 0.01 and
n670(125 K) = 1.52 ± 0.01 for amorphous and crystalline propynal,
respectively. Using bond polarizabilities (Denbigh 1940), propy-
nal’s specific refraction (r) was calculated to be 0.2394 cm3 g−1,
within ∼5 per cent of the value found from the room-temperature
data of Veliev & Guseinov (1980). Substituting r and our n670 results
into the Lorentz–Lorenz relation

ρ =
(

1

r

) (
n2 − 1

n2 + 2

)
(2)
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Propynal, a candidate interstellar ice 4011

Figure 2. IR survey spectra of propynal deposited at 10 K and then warmed to 100, 115, and 125 K. The thickness of the 10 K ice was about 1 μm. Spectra
have been offset vertically for clarity. Seven fundamental vibrational bands of propynal are as indicated.

gave densities of ρ = 0.945 and 1.270 g cm−3 for amorphous and
crystalline propynal, respectively. These n670 and ρ values were used
to determine ice thicknesses and IR band strengths and absorption
coefficients.

We estimate that the uncertainties in our measured n670 values
are near 1 per cent, as in our acetylene work (Hudson, Ferrante
& Moore 2014a), but that our calculated density (ρ) values for
propynal are uncertain to ∼5 per cent due to the uncertainty in the
specific refraction (r) already mentioned. These estimates carry over
into an uncertainty near 1 per cent for our absorption coefficients
(α) values, but ∼5 per cent for the band strengths (A′). A more direct
density measurement could lower this 5 per cent considerably.

3.2 Infrared spectra

The propynal molecule has the planar structure shown in Fig. 1,
but with the CCC bond bent at the middle carbon by ∼1.6◦ from
linearity and away from the oxygen atom (Costain & Morton 1959;
Barros et al. 2015). Since propynal has N = 6 atoms, there are
3 N − 6 = 3(6) − 6 = 12 fundamental vibrations and, under the Cs

point group, these correspond to nine a′ (totally symmetric) types
and three a′′ types, all being IR active. Ten of these 12 fundamentals
were within the range of our equipment and were detected.

Fig. 2 shows survey spectra of amorphous propynal at 10 K,
the temperature at which the ice was prepared, and after warming
to 100 K (thickness ≈ 1 μm). Only slight spectral differences, all
irreversible, were seen with this temperature increase, but continued
warming to 115 K produced distinct splittings and shifts of IR peaks,
common signs of crystallization. The only significant change in peak
positions above 115 K was a slow irreversible shift of the carbonyl
(C O) peak at 1665 cm−1 to about 1650 cm−1 at 135 K, which
continued to about 1644 cm−1 at 145 K, at which temperature the
ice was subliming from the substrate. No residue remained on the
KBr substrate after this warming sequence.

Our main interest in this paper is amorphous propynal-containing
ices as it seems unlikely that propynal in astronomical environments
could be sufficiently abundant to form crystals. Nevertheless, the IR
literature on solid propynal is so scarce that we believe it important
to report a few measurements on the crystalline compound. There-
fore, in Fig. 3 we use expanded scales to compare the spectrum of
crystalline propynal, made by a deposition at 125 K, with the spec-
trum of the 10 K amorphous ice of Fig. 2. Cooling the 125 K sample
gave a few shifts in line positions and shapes, but little else. The
main difference in the propynal spectra obtained by (i) deposition
at 10 K and subsequent warming to 125 K and (ii) deposition at
125 K was in the carbonyl band around 1650 cm−1. Its position in
Fig. 3 was about 1645 cm−1.

Table 1 lists the positions of selected fundamental bands of 10 K
amorphous and 125 K crystalline propynal, from Fig. 3. Assign-
ments and descriptions, based on the gas-phase work cited in the
table’s footnote, are given with the understanding that these are
simplifications of the actual molecular motions. We are not aware
of any such tables or spectra for solid propynal in the literature.
Aside from our tabulated peak positions for amorphous propynal,
we also found 13C satellites for the ν3(C C stretch), 2077 cm−1 for
H13C 12C and 2053 cm−1 for H12C 13C , and for the ν4(C O
stretch), 1630 cm−1 for 13C O, best seen in the middle panel of
Fig. 3. A peak at 3051 cm−1 was assigned to the ν4 + ν5 combina-
tion band, while weak peaks at 2749 and 1984 cm−1 were assigned
to the 2ν5 and 2ν6 overtones, respectively. No attempt was made to
assign all such weak IR features.

3.3 Infrared band intensities and optical constants

Propynal ices with thicknesses ranging from about 0.1 to 1.5 μm
were prepared, and band areas and peak heights measured for the
seven IR features labelled in Fig. 2. Appropriate Beer’s law plots
were constructed and their slopes used to extract apparent absorption
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Figure 3. Comparison of IR spectra of (a) amorphous and (b) crystalline
propynal. The amorphous ice was made, and its spectrum recorded, at 10 K.
The crystalline ice was made, and its spectrum recorded, at 125 K. Thick-
nesses were about (a) 1.0 and (b) 0.32μm. Spectra have been offset vertically
for clarity.

coefficients (α′) and apparent band strengths (A′) covering most of
the wavenumber range shown in Figs 2 and 3 (Hollenberg & Dows
1961; Gerakines & Hudson 2015b). Tables 2 and 3 summarize the
results. We note that all Beer’s law graphs had correlation coeffi-
cients of at least 0.995 and that neither peak positions, band shapes,
nor relative intensities varied with thickness.

Optical constants (n and k) were determined for amorphous
propynal as in our recent papers on CH4 and CO2 (Gerakines &
Hudson 2015a; Gerakines & Hudson 2015b), and are shown in
Fig. 4. With optical constants one can calculate IR spectra for a
range of ice thicknesses and experimental configurations, such as
transmission through a substrate or reflection from a mirror. Such
constants find widespread use in the planetary science community,
whereas band strengths are more commonly used by interstellar
astrochemists. The equation α = 4πkν̃ gives absolute absorption
coefficients (α), and integrations of these α values give absolute
band intensities (A). − For the difference in apparent and absolute

band strengths, and apparent and absolute absorption coefficients,
see Hudson et al. (2014a), Hudson, Gerakines & Moore (2014b),
or Molpeceres et al. (2017) and reference therein. − Values of n
and k for amorphous propynal are posted on our web pages at
https://science.gsfc.nasa.gov/691/cosmicice/constants.html.

Our optical constant calculations required ice thicknesses to be
known, which were found with our n670 values of propynal. However
the main contributor to uncertainty in n and k was the uncertainty in
the refractive index of the substrate, KBr, which was thought to be
no more than about 5 per cent. Our values of k can be relied on down
to a lower limit of about k = 1 × 10−4, below which the influence
of the background noise becomes significant.

3.4 Other results

For comparison purposes we also recorded IR transmission spectra
of propyne and propynal, HC C CH3 and HC C C(O)H, re-
spectively, at the same temperature and with the same equipment.
The results for two regions of interest are shown in Fig. 5, each spec-
trum scaled vertically (normalized) to fit half of the figure. Note the
substantial change in relative intensity of the C C peak, compared
to the H C peak, on going from the upper spectrum compared to
the lower one. We return to this point in Section 4.

Several ices were prepared in which propynal was mixed with
H2O-ice, co-depositing the two compounds at 10 K through sepa-
rate calibrated deposition lines, the flow rates being adjusted to give
a final number ratio of (H2O: propynal) ∼ 20:1. Perhaps the most
significant thing about the resulting IR spectrum was that propynal’s
C C stretch remained strong and clearly visible at 2101 cm−1, close
to the 2099 cm−1 value in neat propynal. Other positions in amor-
phous H2O-ice (neat propynal in parentheses) were 1663 (1666),
1391 (1387), and 960 (952) cm−1. These four propynal peaks could
be seen on warming this mixed ice above the amorphous H2O’s
crystallization (∼140 K) and even up to the H2O-ice’s sublimation
(∼170 K).

In a final experiment, we irradiated amorphous propargyl alco-
hol (HC C CH2OH) at 20 K with ∼1 MeV protons to simulate
the influence of low-energy cosmic rays on this compound, which
Pearson & Drouin (2005) described as an ‘excellent candidate’ to
be interstellar. Fig. 6 shows propargyl alcohol’s IR spectrum from
2300 to 1550 cm−1 before and after the irradiation. Comparing
traces (a) and (b) one finds that the IR peak near 2121 cm−1, for
the alcohol’s C C stretch, decreases in size on irradiation and
that this change is accompanied by the growth of two large peaks
in (b). These two new peaks, near 2100 and 1666 cm−1, are matched
by the two large peaks in the propynal reference spectrum at the
bottom of the figure. Additional details and assignments, as well as
other reaction products, will be given in a separate paper, the point
here being simply that propynal forms on irradiation of propargyl
alcohol. − See Nyquist (1971) for propargyl alcohol IR assign-
ments, but note that the νC O in his Table 1 should be νC C as
propargyl alcohol does not have a C O bond.

4 D ISCUSSION

4.1 Refractive indices and densities

Little comparison data are available for solid propynal’s den-
sities and refractive indices. However, since amorphous solids
are sometimes considered to be frozen liquids, our density of
ρ = 0.945 g cm−3 seems reasonable when compared to the liquid-
phase value of ρ = 0.9160 g cm−3 (Veliev & Guseinov 1980).
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Propynal, a candidate interstellar ice 4013

Table 1. Positions (cm−1) of some propynal vibrations

Vibrational mode
and symmetry type

Approximate
motiona,b

Amorphous, 10 K,
IRc

Crystalline,
125 K, IRc Gas, IRd

ν1 a′ H C stretch 3234 3212 3326
ν2 a′ C H stretch 2889 2914 2858
ν3 a′ C C stretch 2099 2092 2106
ν4 a′ C O stretch 1666 1644 1697
ν5 a′ C H wag (ip) 1387 1394 1389
ν6 a′ C C stretch 952 959 944
ν7 a′ H C wag (ip) 713 732 650
ν8 a′ H C C bend (ip) 624 631 614
ν9 a′ C C C bend (ip) – – 205
ν10 a′′ C(O)H wag (op) 989 1006 981
ν11 a′′ H C wag (op) 756 771 693
ν12 a′′ C C C bend (op) – – 261

aAssignments and descriptions are from the gas-phase work of Lin & Moule (1971), Brand et al. (1963), and references
therein. Some variations exist for assignments, descriptions, and positions of ν7, ν8, and ν11. See also King & Moule
(1961) and McKellar et al. (2008).
bip = in plane, op = out of plane.
cThis work.
dBrand et al. (1963).

Table 2. Intensities for selected IR features of amorphous propynal at 10 Ka

Vibrationb
Position
(cm−1) α′ (cm−1)

Integration range
(cm−1)

A′ (10−18 cm
molecule−1)

ν1 3234 3630 3350–3100 26.6
ν2 2889 582 2945–2820 2.06
ν3 2099 12 700 2120–2080 18.2
ν4 1666 13 300 1700–1640 28.0
ν5 1387 1020 1414–1360 1.59
ν6 952 5970 980–900 13.0
ν8 624 1170 640–605 1.31

an670 = 1.37, ρ = 0.945 g cm−3; α′ and A′ rounded to three significant figures in most cases.
bAssignments are from the gas-phase work of Lin & Moule (1971), Brand et al. (1963), and references therein. See
also King & Moule (1961) and McKellar et al. (2008).

Table 3. Intensities for selected IR features of crystalline propynal at 125 Ka

Vibrationb
Position
(cm−1) α′ (cm−1)

Integration range
(cm−1)

A′ (10−18 cm
molecule−1)

ν1 3212 4040 3270–3150 53.8
ν2 2914 468 2930–2890 0.32
ν3 2092 37 900 2120–2075 30.2
ν4 1644 37 900 1700–1625 43.1
ν5 1394 6640 1410–1384 1.91
ν6 959 14 800 980–940 14.4
ν8 631 8050 640–605 3.37

an670 = 1.52, ρ = 1.270 g cm−3; α′ and A′ rounded to three significant figures in most cases.
bAssignments are from the gas-phase work of Lin & Moule (1971), Brand et al. (1963), and references therein. See
also King & Moule (1961) and McKellar et al. (2008).

Moreover, our n(16 K) = 1.37 for the amorphous solid also seems
reasonable given that n = 1.4065 for liquid propynal at 20 ◦C (Veliev
& Guseinov 1980). For the crystalline compound, we found n = 1.52
for a crystalline–amorphous difference of 	n = 1.52−1.37 = 0.15,
which is similar to that for several other compounds we have stud-
ied, such as C2H2, C2H6, N2O, and acetone (Hudson et al. 2014a,
2014b; Hudson, Loeffler & Gerakines 2017; Hudson, Gerakines &
Ferrante 2018).

4.2 Infrared spectra

Amorphous propynal’s IR spectrum in Fig. 2 is close to what one
would expect, with five distinct features from the H C C and
H C(O) carbon–hydrogen stretching vibrations followed by C C,
C O, and C C stretches. Evidence for five bending vibrations also
was found, and wavenumber positions for all of these fundamentals
are listed in Table 1. Of the bending modes, ν7, ν11, and ν8 have
been challenging in studies of the IR spectrum of propynal vapour
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Figure 4. Optical constants n and k for amorphous propynal at 10 K.

(McKellar et al. 2008), and so we suspect that our positions for
those three bands may be less firm than for the other fundamentals.

IR intensities of seven propynal features are given in Tables 2
and 3, the missing three features being the ν10 vibration, which
was too weak to reliably integrate, and the ν7 and ν11 vibrations,
which were blended. With these seven sets of mid-IR intensities it
is possible to derive band strengths of near- and far-IR features of
propynal by appropriate scaling. See Richey & Gerakines (2012)
and Giuliana et al. (2014) for examples.

The most striking feature of propynal’s IR spectrum is the large
intensity of the C C feature near 2100 cm−1. A quantitative com-
parison to other molecules can be made by considering the se-
ries acetylene, propyne, and propynal (HC CH, HC C CH3, and
HC C C(O)H, respectively). For acetylene, our optical constants
(Hudson et al. 2014a) can be used to calculate the H C and C C
band strengths in Table 4. Also listed are A′ for the corresponding
vibrations of propyne, estimated from the upper spectrum of Fig. 5,
and two values for propynal taken from Table 2. It is seen that the IR
band strength for the H C stretch varies but little in these molecules,
while A′ for the C C stretch rises by ∼3000 per cent (factor of ∼30)
on going from propyne to propynal and ∼30 000 per cent (factor of
∼300) on going from acetylene to propynal.

This intensity enhancement for propynal was not entirely unex-
pected, with at least two contributing factors at work. First, the IR
band strength of a molecular vibration is proportional to the square
of the change in the molecule’s dipole moment caused by the vi-
bration. Acetylene’s ν2(C C) stretching motion involves no dipole
moment change, and so is formally IR-forbidden in the gas phase

and only weakly present in the amorphous solid. The correspond-
ing C C vibration’s intensity is greater in propyne as a hydrogen
atom in acetylene is replaced by a CH3 (methyl) group, result-
ing in a loss of symmetry. However, the replacement of propyne’s

CH3 group by the highly polar formyl group, C(O) H, on going
to propynal results in a greater dipole moment change during the
C C bond’s stretch. In fact, the band strength (A’) of propynal’s
C C feature is comparable to the most intense features of nearly
all molecules in our published work, the strong absorbers CO2 and
N2O being exceptions (Gerakines & Hudson 2015b; Hudson et al.
2017).

A second factor contributing to the large intensity of propynal’s
C C IR feature is that the molecule is conjugated, meaning that
it has an alternation of single and multiple bonding, in this case
a C C triple bond and a C O double bond separated by a C C
single bond. The spectral atlas of Pouchert (1997) can be consulted
for liquid-phase examples of this effect, such as the substantial
rise in C C IR intensity on going from HC C CH2 OCH3 to
HC C C(O) OCH3 (methyl propargyl ether and methyl propi-
olate). The latter molecule involves conjugation, but not the for-
mer, analogous to the propynal/propyne pair in Fig. 5. See Allan,
Meakins & Whiting (1955) and Grindley et al. (1974) for a discus-
sion and many liquid-phase examples.

As already stated, our optical constants of amorphous propynal
permit the calculation of IR spectra for various ice thicknesses.
Integrations of our k values, after appropriate conversions, produce
absolute band intensities, A (Gerakines & Hudson 2015b). It also
is possible to use our optical constants to calculate spectra of solid
propynal recorded by reflection off of a substrate at various angles,
provided the substrate’s optical constants also are known.

4.3 Connections to previous and future astrochemical work

Many aspects of our work are relevant to astrochemical research.
For example, we have shown that the C C stretch of propynal is
unusually strong compared to vibrational intensities of many other
molecules, and that its position hardly changes when H2O-ice is
either present or absent. We also have shown that propynal is re-
tained in H2O-ice up to that solid’s sublimation. The 13C features
we have documented for propynal can be useful in laboratory ex-
periments to make and identify propynal using isotopically labelled
reagents. There is even a link to astrobiology as Dowler et al. (1970)
have demonstrated that propynal can serve as a precursor to several
biomolecules, including nicotinamide and nicotinic acid.

Connections also exist between our new results and several more
recent publications.

Zhou et al. (2008) combined IR spectroscopy, mass spectrom-
etry, computational chemistry, and a kinetic analysis to study the
formation of C3H2O isomers in an electron-irradiated CO + C2H2

(1:1) ice mixture. The spectroscopic evidence for the production
of cyclopropenone, propynal, and, tentatively, propadienone in the
ice rested on assignments of IR features to those three molecules,
but no reference spectra of those molecules were shown. Identi-
fications were based on a combination of peak positions reported
for gas-phase, liquid-phase, solid-phase, and matrix-isolated com-
pounds. Our propynal work shows that some of the positions of this
molecule’s IR features can change substantially with environment,
particularly from the gas phase to solid phase, raising questions
about the assignment of IR peaks to propynal by Zhou et al. (2008).
Reference spectra of propynal in CO + C2H2 (1:1) ices could help
strengthen the propynal assignment.
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Propynal, a candidate interstellar ice 4015

Figure 5. IR spectra of amorphous propyne (top) and amorphous propynal (bottom) each ice made, and its spectrum recorded, at 10 K. The thickness of each
sample was ∼1 μm. Spectra have been offset for clarity.

Figure 6. IR spectra of amorphous propargyl alcohol at 10 K (a) before and (b) after irradiation to a dose of ∼3.5 eV molecule−1 with 1 MeV H+, compared
to (c) a reference spectrum of amorphous propynal at 10 K, scaled vertically to roughly match the middle spectrum. Spectra have been offset for clarity. Small
spikes in the middle spectrum between about 1800 and 1550 cm−1 are due to the incomplete removal of atmospheric H2O outside the sample chamber.

Table 4. Intensities for two IR features in amorphous ices at 10 K

Molecule Formula
A′ (H C ) (10−18 cm

molecule−1)
A′ (C C) (10−18 cm

molecule−1)

Acetylenea HC CH 22.4 0.062
Propyneb HC C CH2 H 22.1 0.621
Propynalc HC C C( O) H 26.6 18.2

aCalculated from optical constants of Hudson et al. (2014a).
bCalculated from the upper spectrum of Fig. 5.
cFrom Table 2.
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In the recent paper of Jonusas et al. (2017), H atoms were sprayed
onto solid propynal at 10 K to examine reduction paths. To bet-
ter quantify their experiments, the authors estimated three band
strengths (A′) by assuming that all the propynal vapour used in a
deposition became part of the ice sampled by an IR beam. A com-
parison of the resulting three A′ estimates with those we measured
directly in our ices (Table 2) shows that those of Jonusas et al.
(2017) are on average about 50 per cent too small. This difference
does not, however, change the main conclusions of those authors’
paper.

Our work also applies to the results of Sivaraman et al. (2015),
who irradiated solid propargyl alcohol at 85 K with 2 keV elec-
trons. Peaks growing into their ice’s IR spectrum near 2100 and
1666 cm−1 were not assigned, but using our Figs 2, 3, and 5 we
now attribute them to propynal’s strong C C and C O bands. The
overall reaction is

HC ≡ C CH2OH → HCC C(O)H (3)

analogous to the radiolytic decomposition of solid methanol

CH3OH → H2CO (4)

reported by many authors (e.g. Palumbo, Castorina & Strazzulla
1999; Hudson & Moore 2000; Bennett et al. 2007; Chen et al.
2013; Sullivan et al. 2016).

It also is possible that the unusual intensity enhancement for
propynal’s C C band could be turned to astrochemical advantage
and yield a solid-phase discovery by astronomical observers. For a
previous paper we recorded IR spectra of a number of ices contain-
ing acetylene (HC CH, C2H2) in a search for this molecule’s ν3

(∼3200 cm−1, 3.125 μm) and ν5 (∼743 cm−1, 13.46 μm) peaks in
data from the Spitzer Space Telescope (Knez et al. 2012). However,
our work was hindered by the quality of the Spitzer data available
and the overlap of acetylene’s bands with other IR features. To date,
no molecule with a C C bond has been identified in an interstellar
ice.

The IR spectra shown in this paper suggest a different approach
to alkyne detection in an interstellar ice, namely to consider propy-
nal, a monosubstituted acetylene, instead of C2H2 itself. Propy-
nal’s strong C C band near 2100 cm−1 is near the 13CO peak at
∼2090 cm−1 in interstellar ices, but sufficiently separated for de-
tection. The needed λ/	λ resolution is of the order of 200, much
smaller than the 1000 or higher of the James Webb Space Tele-
scope’s NIRSpec instrument. Warmed ices depleted in CO could be
inviting targets since propynal would remain after 13CO was lost or
diminished by sublimation. Even if a unique spectral assignment for
propynal was impossible, this still suggests a chance for the first de-
tection of an alkyne ice component in the interstellar medium and
the possible observation of a carbonyl-containing ice component
without having to rely on the crowded 1700 cm−1 IR region. Our
demonstration of the relatively large strength of propynal’s C C
stretching feature suggests that it could, to some extent, offset a low
abundance for this molecule.

We end with the three C3H2O isomers with which this paper be-
gan and which are shown in Fig. 1. An obvious question to ask is
to what extent propynal in an ice can be induced to isomerize into
either propadienone or cyclopropenone? Since propynal contains
both a double and a triple bond, polymerization can be expected
on exposing the solid compound to ionizing radiation or UV light,
complicating efforts to identify C3H2O isomers. Difficulties could
also arise on irradiating CO + C2H2 ice mixtures as each compound
has been known for over a century to undergo reactions to make
more complex molecules, CO giving various suboxides and C2H2

making cuprene. − See the reviews of Reyerson & Kobe (1930)
and Rasmussen (2017). − In analogy with photochemical studies
(Stafast, Pfister & Huber 1985) radiolytic decomposition of propy-
nal to CO and C2H2 also can be predicted. However, it still might
be possible to demonstrate a radiolytic or photolytic isomerization
such as

HCC C(O)H → H2C C CO (5)

if propynal were isolated in solid N2, a rare-gas matrix, or even in
H2O-ice, experiments that remain to be done.

5 SU M M A RY

Mid-IR spectra of solid propynal have been recorded under a va-
riety of conditions for the first time, along with selected physical
properties to help quantify the spectra. This new data can aid in
the study of solid-phase isomerizations among the C3H2O isomers
of Fig. 1, two of the isomers already having been identified in the
interstellar medium. The strength and position of propynal’s C C
stretching band suggests that it could lead to the first identification
of a molecule of its type in an interstellar ice.
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